12th June, 2020

GROUP NEWS
The Maths for Fun group remind us all to always
remain at least
0.00124 miles
0.00994 furlongs
78.74 inches
1.093 fathoms
0.0994 chains
apart when out for exercise or shopping.
(Each of the above distances equals one social
distance.)
The Cinema Group have told us “We’ll be back”.

Trevor Matthews, who is the
Group Contact of the
Something on a Sunday Group
has tried to organise a socially
distanced outdoor meal, but
has been thwarted by the
recent bad weather. Trevor is
not giving up though and will
try to organise a take away
pizza from La Casetta on the
London Road in Leigh,
followed by a walk up Canvey
Road to the cliffs on Marine
Parade to eat their pizza and
have a get-together.

The Classical Music Group also report “We’ll be
Bach”

I’ve ordered a chicken and an egg
from Amazon - I’ll let you know.

SHORT STORY COMPETITION
The winner of the 100-word short story competition is Joanne Philip and is printed below. Well done
- Joanne has won four of my books, signed of course. A close second was Graham Dent, who will
receive one book, and I would like to commend Joe Berry, Richard Moore and David White whose
contributions all had twists in the tail, which works well at this length, and were all of publishable
standard. All in all, a high standard from the thirteen entrants. So well done Joanne. Dee Gordon

With satisfaction, Caitlin entered her dining room checking the magnificent dressed
salmon centrepiece to her inaugural mayoral luncheon with local Councillors.
Surprised, she spotted bits missing as her cat dashed off. With no time to re-order she
rearranged the dressings hastily and left to change.
Caitlin reflected the meal was a success walking into her kitchen for desserts. She
paused, horrified. Her cat lay lifeless on the doormat. "Food poisoning" she whispered
nervously.
Returning from hospital after her guests had been stomach pumped, she met her
caterer. "Sorry about the cat," he said, "ran over it when leaving this morning."

The 2nd place and commended stories will be published in subsequent weeks.

A vulture boards an airplane, carrying two dead raccoons. The stewardess looks
at him and says, "I'm sorry, sir, only one carrion allowed per passenger."
Two fish swim into a concrete wall. The one turns to the other and says, "Dam!"
Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly, so they lit a fire in the craft.
Unsurprisingly it sank, proving once again that you can't have your kayak and
heat it too.
Two hydrogen atoms meet. One says "I've lost my electron." The other says "Are
you sure?" The first replies "Yes, I'm positive."

WARNING
THE FOLLOWING PAGE CONTAINS BLACK HUMOUR ABOUT THE
CORONAVIRUS. IF YOU FEEL THAT THIS IS INAPPROPRIATE, THEN PLEASE
DO NOT SCROLL DOWN ANY FURTHER.

I apologise that some of these jokes have taken a while to appear and are now out of date. I’ve
recently had a sort out and found some that were sent to me a while ago and never used. I’ve
included them as I hope they might still give you a laugh. Lorna

Best wishes,
Ruth and the Team

